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87% of consumers prefer personalized and consistent experience across all shopping 
channels 1. And neither multi-channel nor omnichannel systems are up to the job.  
Only unified commerce can deliver the level of commerce consumers crave. 

Neither price nor product are distinct enough differentiators in modern commerce, 
so retailers have turned to unified commerce to offer better personalized customer 
experiences that are seamless end to end. In unified commerce, there is one order,  
one customer, one user experience across all touchpoints and experiences.

Unified commerce’s importance is not lost on the industry. A recent report about 
the retail landscape reveals that unified commerce has taken an important place in 
retailers’ product roadmaps: over 86% of all software spending is currently focused  
on unified commerce 2. That means that many competitive companies are actively 
shopping for the right unified commerce solution right now. So what now?

The 2021 Unified Commerce Report was made to document unified commerce’s 
resilience against black swan and white swan events, but also to help you build 
unified commerce buy-in from your wider organization. We hope you can utilize 
both the survey data and actionable insights found within this report to inform 
the future of your business, delighting consumers along the way.

1.  2019 Special Report: The Need for Unified Commerce 
2.  Unified Commerce Markets Report, IHL Consulting Group

WHAT IS UNIFIED COMMERCE?

In unified commerce, your sales 
channels are supported by a 
single platform that serves as 
an end-to-end growth-driver. 
Touchpoints interact and 
interoperate with each other 
rather than in isolated silos. 
Various sales channels are 
supported by a single platform 
that serves as an end-to-end 
solution for all functions.

This unified platform is built 
on a single technology stack 
that handles everything from 
omnichannel marketing to 
order fulfillment. 

On their end, consumers 
experience seamless 
shopping even as they  
move from touchpoint  
to touchpoint. 

2021: UNIFIED COMMERCE’S MOMENT
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Non-Mature Somewhat Mature Fully Mature

10% 55% 35%

To better understand unified commerce’s 
impact on company bottom lines, we surveyed 
hundreds of retail executives about their 
experiences during the pandemic and about 
what the future holds. 

400 respondents participated in the research 
study which was compiled with the help of  
WBR Research. 

We surveyed executives from a broad spectrum 
of industries. 100% of respondents held a 
director-level role or above. More than a third 
of responses (36%) were from enterprise-level, 
$1B-plus corporations and 54% were from 
companies earning $10MM to $1B in 2020. 

51% of the participants are headquartered  
in North America, the other 49% in EMEA.

METHODOLOGY

We gauged the level of unified commerce maturity of our respondents to better 
understand how unified commerce solutions might have helped offset the negative 
effects of COVID-19. 

Respondents scored across three classifications:  
1) Fully Mature 
2) Somewhat Mature 
3) Non-Mature

‘Fully mature’ is defined, in this case, as offering a unified and personalized experience 
at every touchpoint.  ’Somewhat mature’ signifies that a retailer offers sophisticated 
channel experiences that are unified at only critical points. And ’non-mature’ 
respondents offer channel experiences that are not unified at any point.

55% of our respondents scored as Somewhat Mature, while 35% scored as Fully Mature. 
The remaining 10% reported having no unification.

  North America (51%)

  EMEA (49%)

  $1 Billion or more (36%)

  $10 Million to $1 Billion  
      (54%)

  $10 Millions or less (10%)

Annual Revenue Region

Degree Of Unified Commerce Maturity

RESPONDENTS

  Director (39%)

  Head /  
      Department Head (35%)

  Vice President (17%)

  C-Level Executive (6%)

  Senior VP (3%)

  Apparel (14%)

  Home Goods  
      & Hardware (14%)

  Sporting Goods (14%)

  Travel &  
      Hospitality (13%)

Current Seniority Industry

  Computers,            
      Electronics, &   
      Appliances (13%)

  Department  
     Stores (13%)

  B2B (13%)

  Entertainment (6%)
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12 KEY FINDINGS FROM THE REPORT

THE GOOD THE REALITY THE UGLY

Unified vs. Non-Unified

600% 
Those showing some degree of 

unification were 7X more likely to see 
an increase in ecommerce or commerce 

revenue during pandemic.

Managing 2021 Spend

64% 
Most retailers will decrease  

spending elsewhere in order to fund 
new initiatives (64%) as part of their 

2021 eCommerce strategy. 

COVID’s Impact

60% 
More than half of respondents saw a 

decrease in overall commerce revenue 
in 2020. Meanwhile only 36% saw a drop 

in ecommerce revenue.

Ramped-Up ROI

200+% 
Personalized site search was the most 

substantial driver of ROI among retailers 
in 2020—31% of retailers claim it drove 

ROI of 200% or more.

Ongoing Partnerships

53% 
Fifty-three percent will work with  

current vendors to get more out of 
their current systems and make major 
investments in personalized customer 

experiences (50%). 

Tight Purse Strings

29% 
Only 29% plan to make a major 
investment in new ecommerce 

technology in 2021.

Post-Pandemic Fulfillment

53% 
Most retailers expect customers will 
continue to use curbside pickup and 

BOPIS post-pandemic.

Preparing For Unpreparedness

52% 
A majority selected ‘developing 

more agility and flexibility to react to 
consumer demand’ as their top strategy 

for making their 2021 omnichannel 
commerce successful.

Unhappy Union

26%
 Only 26% of respondents reported 

feeling highly satisfied with their current 
commerce technology.

AI-Personalized CX

53% 
More than half of respondents  

listed AI-driven personalization as being 
critical to the CX provided in 2020.

End-To-End Capabilities

50% 
Personalized search (50%) and 

omnichannel order management (47%) 
were the most common capabilities 

employed in 2020.

Unified’s Influence On Ecomm

8% 
Non-mature retailers were 8% more 
likely to see a decrease (10-50%) in 
ecommerce revenue than those with 

fully unified experiences.
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CHALLENGES PRESENTED BY COVID-19
Much has been written about COVID-19’s broad buoying of ecommerce and the negative 
impact on the retail sector overall. The stories told by our survey results mirrored these 
developments. 

For instance, 60% of respondents saw a decrease in overall commerce revenue in 2020, 
with 46% seeing dips of 10% or less, and the remaining 14% seeing declines of 10% to 
50%, only 26% saw revenue remain static. 

Ecommerce revenue meanwhile offered some positive growth, with 46% of respondents 
claiming an increase in 2020. Still, 36% of respondents reported suffering revenue loss even 
across ecommerce in 2020.

Revenue stayed the same

Increase by 10% or less

Decrease by 10% or less

Decrease by 10–50%

Increase by 10–50%

31%

18%

15%

15%

21%

Revenue stayed the same

Increase by 10% or less

Decrease by 10% or less

Decrease by 10–50%

Increase by 10–50% 1%

13%

26%

14%

46%

HOW THE PANDEMIC AFFECTED TOTAL COMMERCE REVENUE

HOW THE PANDEMIC AFFECTED ECOMMERCE REVENUE
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When split out by level of unified commerce maturity, the trend holds steady as both of 
these challenges made their way into the top-3 for all three unified commerce maturity 
levels, with ‘communicating effectively with customers’ making an appearance in the  
top-3 for Fully Mature and Somewhat Mature retailers as well.

Communicating effectively  
with customers

Supply chain problems

Unpredictable  
customer behavior

Siloed approach created 
bad customer experience

Unclear view of the customer

Reduced online sales

Surges in demand

Out-of-date technology

Reduced in-store sales

51%

49%

42%

42%

36%

33%

21%

52%

47%

RESPONDENTS SAID THAT THESE WERE THEIR TOP CHALLENGES IN 2020

Out-of-date technology (52%) and unpredictable customer behavior (51%) were listed as 
the leading challenges in 2020—the only majorities among nine options available.

NON-MATURE - TOP CHALLENGES SOMEWHAT MATURE - TOP CHALLENGES

Unclear view of the customer 51%
Communicating effectively  
with customers 51% Out-of-date technology 51%

Out-of-date technology 51% Unpredictable customer behavior 49% Communicating effectively  
with customers 45%

Supply chain problems 39% Reduced in-store sales 45% Reduced in-store sales 44%

Siloed approach created  
bad customer experience 39% Surges in demand 41% Unclear view of the 

customer 42%

Surges in demand 37%
Siloed approach created  
bad customer experience 34% Siloed approach created 

bad customer experience 36%

Unpredictable customer behavior 54% Out-of-date technology 53% Unpredictable customer behavior 53%

Communicating effectively  
with customers 51% Unclear view of the customer 49% Surges in demand 45%

FULLY MATURE - TOP CHALLENGES
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And although Non-Mature retailers did not share ‘communicating effectively with 
customers’ as a top-3 challenge with their more mature counterparts, they were 
plagued by an expected hurdle: an unclear view of the customer.

In unified commerce, retailers gain a single and connected view of the customer 
through the use of a centralized platform that unites backend solutions to form  
a fully unified data model. Through this model, practitioners of unified commerce  
are rewarded with a single source of transactional truth. So, it’s to be expected that  
non-unified retailers had difficulties achieving a clear view of the 2020 consumer.

51% of Non-Mature retailers reported 
an ‘unclear view of the customer’ as one 
of their biggest challenges in 2020.

UNCLEAR VIEW OF THE CUSTOMER
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Unified commerce rewards its practitioners with an impressive list of benefits. Including:

Increased sales

Real-time order and  
inventory visibility

Improved customer loyalty

Together, these qualities make retailers especially resilient to unforeseen calamities, even 
through the difficulties of the pandemic. Our study shows that retailers showing some 
degree of unification were 600%, or 7X, more likely to see an increase in ecommerce 
or commerce revenue during COVID-19 than their non-unified counterparts. 

Conversely, those that hadn’t yet invested in unified commerce were more prone to see 
considerable declines in overall revenue. (Although the difference in percentages might 
seem slim, given that 36% of respondents reported an annual revenue of $1 billion or more 
in 2020, that’s potentially a difference of a few hundred million dollars).

UNIFED COMMERCE’S ROI

Streamlined operations

Heightened extensibility  
and scalability

A 360-degree view of customers

NON-UNIFIED RETAILERS MOST LIKELY TO SUFFER COMMERCE  
REVENUE DECREASE OF 10-50%
Percentage of retailers across each maturity level that experienced a commerce revenue decrease.

Non-Mature Somewhat Mature Fully Mature

15% 14% 13%

600%
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NON-UNIFIED RETAILERS MOST LIKELY TO SUFFER ECOMMERCE  
REVENUE DECREASE
Percentage of retailers across each maturity level that experienced an ecommerce revenue decrease.

UNIFIED RETAILERS MORE LIKELY TO SEE ECOMMERCE PLATFORM AS VALUABLE TO CX
Percentage of respondents who reported their ecommerce platform as ‘not valuable’  
to the CX they provided in 2020.

Similarly, Non-Mature retailers were likelier to see decreases in ecommerce revenue, 
with 39% of them reporting some drop in 2020.

Not surprisingly, when asked to list how satisfied they were with their current 
commerce technology, those with a fully unified stack were the most likely (31%) 
to report being highly satisfied with their current commerce technology.

Those with fully or somewhat unified solutions were also less likely to list their 
ecommerce platform as the least valuable technology when considering how it factored 
into the customer experience they delivered in 2020. 44% of Non-Mature respondents 
identified their ecommerce platform as being ‘not valuable’ to the CX they offered.  
Just 38% of Fully Mature and Somewhat Mature retailers listed the same. 

Non-Mature

Non-Mature

Non-Mature

Somewhat Mature

Somewhat Mature

Somewhat Mature

Fully Mature

Fully Mature

Fully Mature

39%

44%

31%

36%

38%

36%

38%

27% 23%

By that same token, fully unified respondents were far more likely to list the opposite:  
that their ecommerce platform proved critical to CX. 31% of Fully Mature respondents 
said that their ecommerce platform was a critical technology in terms of the customer 
experience they provided, while 24% of Non Mature respondents said the same.

31%  
of Fully Mature respondents 
said that their ecommerce 
platform was a critical 
technology in terms of the 
customer experience they 
provided. While 24% of 
Non Mature respondents 
said the same.

FULLY UNIFIED RETAILERS MOST LIKELY TO REPORT BEING ‘HIGHLY SATISFIED’
Percentage of retailers reporting feeling ‘highly satisfied with their current commerce tech. 
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Because of the underlying technology that often powers it, unified commerce is 
inherently future-proof. The right unified commerce platform is built API-first and 
on a microservices model that supports headless commerce strategies for optimal 
extensibility and scalability.

When asked what omnichannel approach will make their companies more successful 
in 2021, it’s no surprise then that the majority (52%) answered ‘develop more agility and 
flexibility to react to consumer demand.’ Trailing that were ‘unified ecommerce and in-
store fulfillment,’ ‘unified customer view across channels,’ and ‘prioritize ecommerce over 
in-store,’ all indications that unified commerce is occupying a larger place in retailers’ 
plans. Plus, as we saw from the stats above, those with a unified approach tended to  
see more positive results from their ecommerce platforms—a development that would 
bode well for those thinking of prioritizing ecommerce over in-store.

Unify customer view  
across channels

Unify eCommerce and  
in-store fulfillment

Personalize every  
customer touchpoint

Prioritize eCommerce  
over in-store

Break down silos and 
operate as a unified team

Develop more agility and flexibility  
to react to consumer demand 

Gain a better understanding  
of the customer

47%

45%

43%

41%

28%

52%

45%

HOW COMPANIES EXPECT TO MAKE THEIR COMMERCE MORE SUCCESSFUL IN 2021

Non-Mature

Non-Mature

Somewhat Mature

Somewhat Mature

Fully Mature

Fully Mature

32%

34%

30%

28%

21%

33%

NON-UNIFIED RETAILERS MOST LIKELY TO SEE LIMITED OR NO ROI FROM  
ECOMMERCE PLATFORMS & PRODUCT RECS
Percentage of respondents who saw limited or no ROI from their ecomm platforms.

From an ROI standpoint, non-unified retailers were more prone to see limited or no ROI 
from their ecommerce platform (32%) and product recommendations (34%) than their 
unified (21% and 33% respectively) or semi-unified counterparts (30% and 28%).

Percentage of respondents who saw limited or no ROI from product recommendations.
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Unified commerce requires a variety of coordinated efforts across teams—combining 
and centralizing data sources, unifying technology workflows, and bringing internal 
strategy and processes together. It should be a strategic initiative with clear goals,  
a roadmap and stakeholders on each team. 

Executing a unified commerce vision is a significant endeavor with lots of moving 
parts, but it’s worth it. The results attest to why unified commerce has become the 
industry baseline for providing the shopping experiences customers expect.

Now is the time to bring up the benefits of unified commerce at your workplace as the 
appetite for tech investment is fresh and its benefits are top of mind post-pandemic. 

The best way to talk to your company about unified is to prepare logic to respond to 
some of the questions and priorities retail executives are considering as they build 
their “next normal” strategy.

While the questions you’ll be met with might differ from the ones below, you can 
use the template below to help shape internal conversations and address any 
apprehensions that might spring up along the way.

QUESTION 1:  How can we compete with Amazon’s growing footprint?

ANSWER:  With a near 360-degree view of their customers, Amazon can continually 
optimize across channels, from site search to product recommendations to  
post-purchase email officers, everything is connected and constantly improving. 
Unified commerce provides a competitive opportunity for brands to do the same.

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR COMPANY 
ABOUT UNIFIED COMMERCE
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QUESTION 2:  What can we do better after a customer places an order?

ANSWER:  With unified commerce, marketing channels, loyalty channels and commerce 
channels share insights, creating a seamless loop. After a customer makes a purchase, 
retailers can create workflows and automated triggers to test a host of new customer 
touchpoints. 

QUESTION 3:  How can we move people through the online experience  
more efficiently?

ANSWER:  Unified commerce allows retailers to become integrated omnichannel experts. 
Retailers can easily test different elements on each of these pages and easily see how 
it affects behavior on other pages and channels. Retailers can run many tests at once 
without risk - using controls that can easily be turned on and off or changed as needed. 
This allows retailers to quickly learn and improve across the customer experience.

QUESTION 4:  How can we use insights of current customers to convert more  
new visitors?

ANSWER:  The beauty of personalization with unified commerce is that it is not only 
relevant for individuals that already have visited or purchased. Rather, personalization 
can use data from other shoppers to understand larger patterns, and test experiences 
on new visitors to maximize impact. This tactic can be used across channels, from 
homepage hero images to email campaigns to product search results.

QUESTION 5:  What revenue impact would we see if we had full inventory visibility, 
and were able to recommend products based on local stock levels?

ANSWER:  Nearly three quarters (72%) of retailers noted in one study that unified 
inventory visibility is a strategic priority. With unified commerce, inventory is completely 
centralized. Stores, warehouses and other fulfillment centers are all included to create 
a single view that both online and in-store customers can gain access to. This not only 
helps retailers identify products and sell them to buyers across channels more easily,  
it also helps create a more strategic understand of what inventory to discount and how 
to segment audiences by location in order to move product efficiently.

QUESTION 6:  How can we offer customers more fulfilment options to suit new 
shopping habits across digital and in-store channels?

ANSWER:  Unified commerce provides retailers with a powerful tool to test new 
fulfillment options at specific locations, to quickly add or turn off fulfillment options during 
online checkout, and to unify insights so that leadership can evaluate the return from 
different fulfillment configurations. McKinsey notes that “rising customer expectations 
for faster delivery have triggered the development of more innovative fulfillment options.” 
And unified commerce can help deliver on those expectations.
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Once you’ve secured the needed buy-in from the required stakeholders at work, you’ll need 
to formulate a plan to implement a unified commerce strategy that’s right for your business. 

Consider these components to solidify your strategy (and use said strategy to approach 
vendors with).

REVIEW YOUR CURRENT STATE  Take stock of your existing commerce systems, 
processes, workflows & data. Map out your current customer journey or journeys. 
Pinpoint any challenges or pain points that could be resolved with a more 
sophisticated commerce stack.

MAP OUT YOUR DESIRED FUTURE STATE  Once your current state is drawn out, you’ll 
want to run a similar process, scoping out what an ideal state would look like for your 
organization. Describe the desired outcomes would you expect or hope for after 
executing on your unified commerce strategy.

CONDUCT A GAP ANALYSIS  After both states have been worked out, move on to  
define where the greatest gaps exist across people, process, data, and technology. 
It could be that disparate technologies are not integrated, or that data is old and 
inaccessible. Each of these elements will require unique initiatives to improve. 

CHART PRIORITIES, TECH REQUIREMENTS, AND PEOPLE RESOURCES After your gap 
analysis, you’ll want to plot out all of your top priorities, the requirements you’ll  
need from your new solution to meet your desired future state, and what internal  
and external people resources you’ll have available to build out your unified 
commerce approach.

IDENTIFY INVESTMENT/BUDGET  This breaks down simply to: what can you afford? 
Armed with this last bit of information, you’ll be ready for pricing conversations  
when at the negotiation table with vendors. 59% of our survey respondents  
expect to increase their budget as part of the measures they expect to take when 
executing on their 2021 strategy. Being armed with industry data could help widen  
the budget conversations you’re having with your boss.

SELECT THE RIGHT TECH PARTNER Though a homegrown unified commerce platform  
is certainly achievable, there are many benefits to working with a cloud-based platform 
provided by a vendor like Kibo Commerce, including increased speed to market, 
reduced cost of ownership, and improved scalability.

When going through the vendor selection process, it’s best to approach those providers 
that have been recognized by consumers and industry analysts for their easy UI and 
distinguished technology, but also prioritize those ready to treat the relationship as an 
ongoing partnership rather than as simply a software purchase.

1

2

3

4

5

6

BUILD A UNIFIED COMMERCE STRATEGY

59%  
of our survey 
respondents expect  
to increase their budget 
as part of the measures 
they expect to take when 
executing on their 2021 
strategy
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Kibo is the only extensible, unified commerce platform that delivers personalized, omnichannel 
experiences. The platform unifies AI-driven personalization from industry leaders Monetate and 
Certona, omnichannel commerce for B2C and B2B models, enterprise-grade order management, 
and customer data-enhanced point of sale. Global clients like Office Depot, Taco Bell, and 
Patagonia rely on Kibo’s API-first, microservices-based architecture to support a wide range of 
strategies, including headless commerce, that meet high growth goals and deliver on customer 
expectations at a manageable cost of ownership. 

To learn more, visit kibocommerce.com

https://kibocommerce.com/personalization-software/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report
https://kibocommerce.com/ecommerce-software/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report
https://kibocommerce.com/b2b-ecommerce/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report
https://kibocommerce.com/order-management-system/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report
https://kibocommerce.com/point-of-sale/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report
https://kibocommerce.com/?sFDCCampaign=7011R000000XjMQ&Lead_Source_Most_Recent__c=PDF&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=Unified_Commerce_Report&utm_content=Unified_Commerce_Report

